New life Weekend in Munich
Workshop about the Divine Principle on Saturday and Sunday Service on
Sunday with Dieter Schmidt, Munich, Germany, 13. - 14. July 2013

The center of the Unification Movement Munich was crowded to overflowing and reached its limits, but this didn’t
belittle our enthusiasm about the lectures about the Divine Principle. About 120 participants, members and guests,
came to the two events, young and old from far and near, Upper Palatinate (Oberpfalz), Regensburg, Nuremberg,
Salzburg and of course from the Munich community.
Our 2nd Gen sister Friederike Stöcklein led us very well through the program with her youthfulness and Gianni
Scarcella accompanied us musically in his well known best manner.
In his lectures Dieter understood it very well to connect the classical Divine Principle with current topics of society.
Again and again he also spoke about new insights of modern medicine and brain science. That was very inspiring
and brought the DP to us a very active and drawn-from-life way.
Here some excerpts of the (unofficial) notes of Thomas Schuhmann:
There are about 500 trillion cells in the human body, but only seven billion people in the world. So the healing of
the world is possible.
Nothing will change by itself, but only through my own decision.
The ideal of creation is based on the free will, on freedom, the power of the will.
The desire to experience joy was implanted into us. Twenty four hours a day study to experience joy. How do I get
there? There is no completion in ignorance (word if TF). Knowledge about the origin, the purpose and the ideal lifts
us up…. Each one of us expresses in his unique way the invisible characteristics of God.
His gens are within us. He tries to become visible through us.
If the “transmitter” isn’t tuned well, I can’t receive God. Each particle sends electromagnetic waves. Do you feel the
vibration / the atmosphere / do you have the 6th sense?
Also we send out something, a sensitive emotion.
The thesis of communism that spirit is a product of matter is therefore wrong. Spirit existed before- The divine
spirit “broadcasts” and we can receive it when our “radio” is tuned well….
Through our body flows energy. It has to flow….
There is a natural desire within us to come closer to the ideal….
Word of TF: To be loved by God, is the beginning to find yourself.
There is a deep desire within us to receive and to give love.
The lonely wolf doesn’t exist. We should live within relationships.
What do I tell to my body every day? Which energy to I give out as a subject?
Under the following link you can find photos
picasaweb.google.com/lh/sredir?uname=106494672233151719730&target=ALBUM&id=590018819074922
4337&authkey=Gv1sRgCJDvjN39jY_YRQ&feat=email
If someone is interested in the full seminar notes (in German) I can send it.
Robert Bentele

